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Abstract

A series of MHD stability calculations has been made with the ERATO code

to know the maximum B which can be expected for the R-Tokamak using the

parameters of the second phase design (an aspect ratio of 2.75, ellipticity of

1.8 and triangularity of 0.3). The highest B obtained under the condition

that both the n=l free boundary mode (with no wall stabilization) and the n=»

ballooning modes are stable is about 6% at qs=2.0 and qQ at the Mercier limit

on axis. This result has been found by performing some optimization of the

current and pressure profiles. If only the ballooning modes are concerned,

the limiting 3 becomes 8.6%. The sensitivity of the result to elongation has

been studied. It has been found that the maximum 3 increases and then

decreases with elongation. The optimum e is obtained for an elongation of 1.8

if both the n=l kink and n=°° ballooning limits are considered and of 2.0 if

only ballooning modes are considered. These results are compared with

proposed scaling laws.
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§1. Introduction

Knowledge of the maximum & value (defined here as the volume averaged

pressure divided by the average magnetic pressure) is a critical information

for the planning of the future tokamak machine. This is because B indicates

the efficiency with which the externally applied magnetic field can confine

the plasma thermal energy. It is generally believed that ideal

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes set a limit to &. At present, experimentally

achieved maximum e's are very close to this limit and in no case do exceed it

appreciably1'*2'. The ERATO code3' is one of the tools available to make

ideal MHD stability analysis of general axisymmetric equilibrium, especially

tokamaks. We have made considerable numerical MHD calculations with the

newest version of ERATO 4' on this problem of 3 limits for Tokamaks with the

following objectives:

(a) to predict the maximum 3 value for the set of parameters of the second

phase design of the R-tokamak5', aspect ratio A of 2.75, ellipticity K of i.8

and triangularity 6 of 0.3.

(b) to reconfirm the prediction of the simple scaling6' that 0 increases

linearly with the plasma current I_.

(c) to investigate the larger I_ limit of this simple scaling law. This is

the same as searching for the optimum elongation of the plasma cross section

since we can easily increase Ip with the ellipticity if the surface q value

(the safety factor) can stay fixed, say, at 2.0.

In this study the current and pressure profiles are optimized to get the

equilibrium with the highest 3 allowed by MHD stability. Both the stability

of the n=l external kink mode and of the n=» ballooning mode are considered,

where n represents the toroidal mode number. No wall stabilization effect is

included in the study of kink modes.

The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes equilibrium

conditions. Both polynomial and Gaussian profiles are used. The stability
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analysis is reported in Sec. 3 in which the dependence of the maximum 3 on the

plasma current and ellipticity is discussed. Comparisons with other scaling

laws are also made in the conditions of the second phase design of the R-

tokamak. Concluding remarks are given in Sec r 4.

§2 Equilibrium

In order to obtain the numerical equilibrium which is to be tested for

stability, the Grad-Shafranov equation is solved by the CRPP equilibrium code

EQLAUS3'. A 140x70 r-z mesh in the upper meridian cross-section is osed

throughout the calculations. The plasma cross section is specified by

r = R + a cos (9 + S sin 6) ,

(1)
z = ca sin 6

The parameters of the R-tokamak in the second phase design are a major radius

(R) of 2.09 m, a minor radius (a) of 0.76 m, an ellipticity of up to 1.8, a

triangularity of up to 0.3, a toroidal magnetic field at the plasma center

(By) of 3 tesla, and plasma current of 3 MA. In the numerical calculations we

have first fixed <=1.8 and 6=0.3 because those are maximum attainable values

in the design, but K is also changed from 1.0 to 2.5 with a constant

triangularity of 0.3 to verify the dependence of the maximum & on the

ellipticity.

Two classes of profiles are selected in the equilibrium equation. One is

a polynomial profile") in wnich the pressure P and the toroidal flux

function T (srB.) are given by

dP/d# = c ( * + p 3 t 2 ) ,

(2)
T dT/di|> = - c t2<|/ ,



where i|i is the poioidal flux function divided by 2?r. These two terms

determine the toroidal current density profile,

j = p VQ dP/dt + r" h dT/d# , (3)

where v~ is the vacuum magnetic permeability. The other is a Gaussian

profile*'. For this we have

dP/dt = c b [exp (1 - xA) - 1]

T dT/d* = c (1 - b ) RQ [exp (1 - xA) - 1] ,

where x is equal to (\|»-<l'o)/{'l's-'l'n)
 ar>d indices 0 and s refer to magnetic axis

and the plasma surface, respectively. In both cases, y is chosen to be

negative inside the plasma surface and zero at the boundary. The critical

difference between these two types of profiles is that, as the plasma current

increases, with polynomial profiles a hollow current profile develops, while

Gaussian equilibrium produces always a flat one (for example, see Fig, 3 and

Fig. 5).

Three free parameters (c,P3,t2) or (c,b ,x) are used to change Ip, a

poloidal beta value e (or B), and a sefety factor at the magnetic axis qg.

Usually Ip is kept constant by adjusting c and other two profile parameters,

(P3, ±2) or (b , X), are optimized to give highest 8. In this paper, 6 is

defined by 2pQ<p>/<B >, where angular brackets denote volume averages. The

plasma current has been varied beyond 3 MA, because, since only the normalized

plasma current I (si /RBT) enters into the MHD calculation, it is equivalent

to a reduction of the field By at constant current and this can be done

experimentally.

All equilibria are computed for Ip=1.3 MA in the EQLAUS code, and then
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scaled to higher current equilibria in the ERATO calculation.

§3 Stability of the R-tokamak

The Mercier criterion^) for the localized mode, the ballooning

criterion8)'9) for the n=« modes, and the stability of the n=l external kink

mode are all tested for any given numerical equilibrium. The stability of the

kink mode is investigated by using the ERATO code. The effect of a conducting

wall is not included; i.e., the wall is assumed to be at infinity. In this

limit, the n=l kink mode is most restrictive among low n kink modes. Also,

the n=» ballooning mode is most restrictive among high n ballooning modes.

Mercier and ballooning criteria are built in the ERATO code*'. Note that the

Mercier criterion at the magnetic axis analytically coincides with the

ballooning criterion.

When we calculate an eigenvalue with the ERATO code, a marginal stable
2 7

eigenvalue (Y =0) is destabilized to a certain extent (AY ) due to the

finiteness of the number of {ty-y) meshes (x represents a "poloidal angle")

which is inevitable in the computer calculations. This is true for a Tokamak

type equilibrium. In order to obtain a real eigenvalue, we must make a

convergence study by increasing both ty and x meshes. Instead of making costly

convergence studies, we have decided to call an equilibrium stable if the

eigenvalue Y 2 for the 60x30 (t-x) roesh is less than 10"4, where y is

normalized by the Alfven transit frequency across the major radius. This

simplified procedure has made possible to do extensive parametric studies for

the equilibrium quantities. Mesh accumulations around the rational surface

and the plasma surface are made to represent more accurately the eigenmodes

with a finite number of # meshes.

3.1. The Case of K=1.8 and 6=0.3

The maximum B for the R-tokamak (ic=1.8 and 6=0.3) is obtained by making
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the profile optimization against the modes we are considering. The method of

optimization is illustrated in Fig. l(a)-(d). The polynomial profiles are

used for the equilibrium. Firstly the plasma curent I_ is fixed; the surface

q-value is almost constant. Then, the profile parameters t2 and P3 are

changed and the equilibria are tested for stability. The parameter t2 mainly

alters B (or B), while p 3 varies q0. The plasma B increases with t2. The

large value of p 3 corresponds to flat current profile and large qg. The

curves in Fig. 1 denoted by M,B and K represent the Mercier, ballooning and

n = l kink limits, respectively. The right regions of M and B limits are

stable, while n=l kink mode is stable under the K curve. The calculated

stable equilibria for n=l kink modes are represented by open circles (y <10~
4 ) , while the unstable equilibria are shown by open triangles (10"4<y£<2xl0"'')

and crosses (y2>2xl0^), respectively. We assume that the Mercier criterion is

always satisfied when we pursue equilibrium which is stable for the n=l kink

and/or the ballooning modes. The maximum 8 which is optimized only for the

n=l kink mode is represented by B^. The maximum B optimized for the n=l kink

and the ballooning mode is written by B« g. For example, 8^=3.1% and

BK>B=2.9% with Ip=2.6 MA (Fig. l(a)). We can see from Fig. l(a)-(d) that BK

corresponds to the point where M and K limits intersect, while B|̂  g is given

at a cross point of B and K curves.

The obtained 6^ and B|< g are summarized in Fig. 2 in a plot of 6 versus

the plasma current. Three lines in the figure show the CRPP's scaling6' given

by,

BCRpp = 2.2 V c (*) . (5)

1.2 BQRPP and 0.8 BcRPP> where Ts is replaced by BTR. This scaling for the

n=l kink mode was derived as a f i t to data obtained at the CRPP in various

condit ions, in which I p , A, <, and 5 were varied in a wide range. One of the
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aims of this study is to reconfirm the CRPP's scaling with different

profiles. Open and solid triangles show 6^ and e^ g for the polynomial type

equilibrium. Also shown are 6^ g and 8g (solid and open circles) for the

Gaussian profiles, where 3g is optimized only for the ballooning mode.

The obtained BK's for the polynomial profile are roughly on the CRPP's

scaling. The 6^ g is slightly less than Ŝ - for lower current, however, it is

still on the CRPP's scaling. For the higher current of Ip=5.7 MA (qs=2.2-

2.4), eK B=0; where the ballooning mode is always unstable. This is because

the current profile tends to he hollow for larger currents in the case of

polynomial profiles. A typical example of the pressure, current density and q

profiles for a high current case is shown in Fig. 3. These profiles are

optimized for the n=l kink mode with Ip=5.7 MA. The current distribution is

hollow and the q-profile has an off-axis minimum. In the narrow region around

this minimum, the ballooning mode is easily destabilized because magnetic

shear is almost zero in this region. Hence we can not have ballooning stable

equilibrium with a higher current.

When we use Gaussian profiles for the equilibrium, q increases

monotonically from the magnetic axis to the plasma surface (see Fig. 5).

Therefore we can expect that the ballooning limit is not as restrictive as for

the cases of polynomial profiles. Figure 4 illustrates the optimization

procedure with I_=6.1 MA. The parameter b_ is nearly equal to the poloidal

beta and used to change B. The parameter X alters the current width and qg.

The method of optimization is essentially the same as for polynomial

profiles. In this Gaussian case, 3^ g is at the intersection of the M and K

limits; therefore p^ g is equal to g^. This is because the ballooning limit

has moved to higher B. In order to obtain Bg, we have changed A up to 30.

Usually \=30 gives the maximum BB. The optimized B's are: 3K B(8K)=6.0%

(qs=2.05) and eB=8.6S {qs=2.0i). The profiles optimized for the kink and

ballooning modes are shown in Fig. 5 with Ip=6.1 MA. The current profile is
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rather flat and q increases monotonically from 1.15 to 2.05. The minimum q

value is determined by the Mercier criterion. The pressure shows a slightly

more peaked profile near the magnetic axis as the polynomial case displayed in

Fig. 3.

The obtained & values with I =5.7 MA and Ip=6.1 MA for the Gaussian

profiles are represented in Fig. 2 in addition to the previously discussed

results with polynomial profiles. In the case of a Gaussian profile we can

have larger current stable to ballooning modes; we can get a finite value of

BK B*
 The current can be increased up to the point where qs reaches 2.0. For

much higher currents, or for qs values less than 2.0, we can not have n=l kink

stable equilibrium. Actually we calculated the cases with Ip=6.4 MA and can

not find the n=l kink stable equilibrium. Anyway, 8^ g and 3g for the

Gaussian profiles are close to the CRPP's scaling. We can conclude that

CRPP's scaling agrees well with the calculated maximum e's for different types

of profiles.

Lastly in this subsection, we illustrate the mode structure of the n=l

kink modf> usually encountered in the computation. Figure 6(a), (b) shows the

unstable eigenmodes with Ip=6.1 MA for a Gaussian profile. The vector plot of

the poloidal component of the displacement is shown. The Mercier criterion is

violated in Fig. 6{a), and we see an m/n=l/l internal kink mode near the

magnetic axis and a m/n=2/l external kink mode. Both modes are slightly

coupled due to the toroidal effect. Only the m/n=2/l external kink mode is

observed in Fig. 6(b), where Mercier criterion is not violated. If the n=l

mode is stable, eigenvalues are sharply localized at the qs=2.0 surface.

Hence we can distinguish the stable equilibrium from the unstable one by

looking at the mode structure.

3.2, The Effect of Eliipticity

The CRPP scaling predicts that B increases linearly with the plasma
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current. In order to obtain higher e we need higher current (actually, higher

Ip/RBj). The higher current equilibrium is easily obtained with a highly

elongated plasma, if the surface q-value is fixed at, say, qs=2.0. This is

easily seen from the equation:

which is exact in the large aspect ratio limit. Equations (5) and (6) reduce

to,

B C R P P -

We want to know the high current limit in which the CRPP's linear scaling

still applies; that is, we want to know the optimal elongation which gives the

maximum g.

Figure 7 shows the ellipticity dependence of the maximum B's. Gaussian

profiles are used in the equiliDrium. The maximum BK B and BB are plotted

against the plasma current. The plasma current is selected to make qs=2.0~2.2

at each elongation. The triangularity of 0.3 is used in all cases except for

a circular case (K=1.0 and 6=0.0). The other parameters are those of the R-

tokamak design. Solid circles in the figure represent B^ g, while open

circles designate Bg. It is clearly shown that 0^ g and Bg increase with Ip

for small Ip,

I [MA]

S

while B'S saturate around Ip[MA]/RBj=1.0, then start to reduce with a further

increase of Ip. That is, there is an optimum K to attain the largest 8. The

optimum K for kink and ballooning modes is 1.8, while the optimum ic for
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ballooning modes is 2.0. These results are consistent with the results of

Bernard and Moore1()', in which an optimum elongation of 1.8 is obtained for

n=l free boundary kink and n=« ballooning modes, although they optimized both

current profiles and plasma cross sections.

The origin of the saturation in B can be understood easily. As the

elongation increases with a fixed triangularity, the q-value at the magnetic

axis must increase from 1.0 in order to satisfy the Mercier criterion. If qs

remains fixed at 2.0 by increasing the plasma current, the magnetic shear or

qs/q0 decreases as K becomes larger. Thus the current density profile becomes

flatter with K. The high 3 equilibrium for the external kink modes requires

rather peaked current profiles while the ballooning stable equilibrium prefers

flat profiles. This explains the results where 0K B saturates first as Ip

increases compared with the case of 0g. We can not find the stable

equilibrium for the n=l free boundary kink mode with K=2.2 and 2.5 when

qs=2.0. Of course we have finite B|̂  g for a smaller value of I .

We can complete the results of the CRPP's scaling by saying it is only

applicable in the range Ip[MA]/RBj<l, at least for a modest triangularity

(6=0.3) case. The optimum current seems to be around Ip[MA]/RBy=l. The

elongation of 1.8 in the R-tokamak design parameters is close to the

optimum. If we can increase the triangularity simultaneously with the

increase of the elongation, the minimum qQ allowed by the Mercier criterion

reduces to 1.0; we can then expect that the limit on the current under which 8

scales linearly with I_ moves to higher values. However it is very difficult

to have sufficient 6 at larger K ( K > 2 . 0 ) . It may be better to indent the inner

edge of the plasma cross-section to attain sufficient triangularity, forming

bean type equilibrium11^'12^'13'.

3.3 Comparisons with Other Scaling

In this section, the results shown for K = 1 . 8 , 6=0.3 and A=2.75 (the
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second phase desion of the R-tokamak) are compared with other scalings.

Different scalings originate from the fact that optimization is always

partial; the maximum s's are only found by optimizing a finite set of

equilibria. The various scaling equations and predicted e's for the R-tokamak

parameters are summarized in Table 1. Slight differences in the definitions

of B and <S are neglected.

Tuda et al.'s scaling (JAERI's scaling)14' was obtained from ballooning

modes stability. The triangularity is equal to zero for this scaling. The

pressure is marginal to the ballooning stability on all magnetic surfaces.

Bernard et al. derived another scaling (GA's scaling)1' corresponding to both

n=l kink and ballooning modes stability but the stabilization effect of the

conducting wall and that of the mantle plasma were included for the

calculation of the n=l kink mode. Hence the sK g of 9.9% in the GA's scaling

is much higher than our result of BK g=6.OS6. They used also Gaussian type

profiles to derive the scaling equation. But the factor was changed from 23

to 27 by the more sophisticated optimization using a 12-pdrameter pressure

profile. These two scalings contain qs, K, 5, and A.

Recently, simple linear scalings have been presented independently.

Sykes et al.15) showed that the maximum g, which is marginally stable to n=<»

ballooning modes, can be represented by,

B = 2 2 K / A qJf qj = 2 8TS / U()RI , (9)

(UKAEA's scaling) where qj coincides with qs in the large aspect ratio limit

and S is the area of the plasma cross section. It is assumed that sufficient

triangularity exists for larger tc to keep the Mercier limit down to about 1,

for example 6=0.5 with «=2.0. If we ;

equation which is written in Table 1;

2
for example 6=0.5 with «=2.0. I f we set S=iriea , we have the following
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SUKAEA = 3-*-kf W . (10)

This scaling predicts larger g compared with the JAERI's scaling owing to the

condition of sufficient triangularity. The second simple scaling is the

CRPP's one already given in eq. (5). It is optimized for the n=l kink mode

using polynomial profiles. The ballooning mode is unstable only in a narrow

region in î . As we have seen in the previous subsections, Bg K is only

slightly less than B|<; for the smaller value of Ip. The third simple scaling

is the PPPL's one;

ePPPL = 3 - /

where 8 is optimized to the n=l kink and the ballooning mode. It is to be

noticed that these three scalings given by equations (5), (10) and (11) differ

only by a numerical factor; parametric dependences are completely the same.

The difference in the numerical factor must reflect the numbers of free

parameters in the equilibrium quantities used to obtain the 3 limits and the

assumptions as to which mode is relevant experimentally.

If we use the second phase design parameters of the R-tokamak (<--1.8>

6=0.3, R=2.09, BT=3, A=2.75) with I =6.1 HA and qs=2.0, the resultant e's for

the different scalings are in the range,

6% < B < 12% .

The ascending order of the predicted e's is given by,

SK,B ( I P P J ) < eJAERI < 6CRPP < 6 B ( I P P J ) < 8GA < 6PPPL < SUKAEA '

where BK 9
 and eB denoteci by IPPJ are present results. The wall stabilization
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effect is not included in our calculation. Also, the free parameters for the

profile optimization are relatively small (actually only two). Hence we can

expect even larger value of B^ g and gg compared with our present results.

However, we expect a smaller beta value from that of 6UKAi:A for the ballooning

modes because the triangularity is relatively nrVsrate (6=0.3) in the R-

tokamak.

§4 Conclusions

The maximum beta for the second phase design parameters of the R-tokamak

has been calculated with ERATO. Both polynomial and Gaussian equilibrium

profiles are used. The free parameters in the specification of the

equilibrium are used to optimize g with a fixed !„, regarding stability of the

n=l free boundary kink mode and/or the n=°° ballooning nodes. The wall

stabilization effect is not included. The Mercier criterion is always

satisfied. As the plasma current increases, polynomial type equilibrium

generates an off-axis minimum in the q-profile; hence, the ballooning mode is

unstable in a narrow region around this minimum (e^ g=0 at qs=2.0). In the

case of Gaussian profiles, q increases monotonically from the magnetic axis to

the plasma surface, hence, the ballooning limit moves to higher beta and we

now have g^ B=BK<6g. The maximum $'s for A=2.75, K=1.8 and 6=0.3 are

PK B=6.0% and gg=8.6%. Perhaps the choice of other profiles could increase

the value of beta.

The effect of ellipticity on the maximum g has been studied in some

detail. For the moderate triangularity of 0.3, the ellipticity of 1.8 is

optimum for the kink and the ballooning modes, while the ellipticity of 2.0 is

optimum for the ballooning modes. These results give a larger current limit

in the CRPP's scaling, otherwise we could increase without limit the plasma

current with the ellipticity. We find that 8 increases linearly at low

current in the range Ip[MA]/RB-r<1.0, while it saturates at Ip[MA]/RBj=1.0 and
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begins to decrease at higher current. The maximum B^ g saturates faster than

SB. This departure from the simple scaling comes from the Mercier limit

forcing the q on axis to increase. Hence, we can expect higher e (or larger

current limit) if the triangularity increases with the ellipticity. It may be

efficient to indent the inner edge of the plasma cross section (bean type

equilibrium) to attain the sufficient triangularity at elongations much larger

than 2.0.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The stability diagram in the (tg, P3) plane for different currents

Ip. (a) Ip-2.6 MA (qs=5.4-5.9), (b) Ip=4.1 MA (qs=3.2-3.5), (c)

Ip=5.2 MA (qs=2.4-2.6) and (d) Ip=5.7 MA (qs=2.2-2.4). Polynomial

profiles are used with the R-tokamak design parameters; R/a=2.75,

K=1.8 and 6=0.3. M, B and K designate the Mercier, ballooning and

n=l kink limits, respectively. The regions to the right of the M and

B limits and the region below the K curve are stable. The open

circles, the open triangles, and the crosses designate stable (Y^

<10"4), weakly unstable ( 1 0 " 4 < Y 2 < 2 X 1 0 - 4 ) , and unstable ( Y Z > 2 X 1 ( T 4 )

points. In the case of (d), the ballooning mode is always unstable

and right to the Mj limit there is a Mercier unstable region with

dP/d^ > 0 around the magnetic axis.

Fig. 2 Dependence of the maximum B values for polynomial and Gaussian

profiles on the current Ip. In the figure, BK, Bg and 6K B represent

the maximum stable value of B optimized for the n=l kink mode, the

ballooning mode and the kink-and-ballooning modes, respectively.

Fig. 3 Pressure, current density and safety factor profiles for a polynomial

type equilibrium with Ip=5.7 HA. These profiles are optimized to the

n=l kink mode. The parameters are : t2=-0.272, p3=43.4, B=6.6% and

Y^=9.6xlO"5. The narrow regions labeled by B are the ballooning

unstable region.

Fig. 4 The stability diagram in the (bp, \) plane for Ip=6.1 MA (qs=2.00-

2.07). Gaussian profiles are used with the R-tokamak design

parameters; R/a=2.75, K=1.8 and 5=0.3.

Fig. 5 Pressure, current, density and safety factor profiles for Gaussian

type equilibrium with Ip=6.1 MA. These profiles are optimized to n=l

kink and ballooning modes. The parameters are : b =0.58, X=8.0,
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&=6.0% and Y 2 = 9 . 6 X 1 ( T 5 .

Fig. 6 Examples of unstable eigenmodes for Gaussian equilibria with I =6.1

MA. (a) bp=0.8, X=8.0, q=1.05-2.10 and Y 2 = 1 . 3 X 1 ( T 2 . (b) bp=0.60,

X=10.C, q=1.18-2.03 and T 2 = 3 . 5 X 1 0 " 3 .

Fig. 7 Dependence of the maximum B on ellipticity. The plasma current is

changed for different elongations with almost fixed qs (qs=2.0-2.2).
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B

B

Scaling Equations

, Q -0.54,. ,,-0.761+0.14(q c-l)= 7.8 qs (A-l) K ^s

= 27q " 1 ' 1 A " 1 # 3 K 1 > 2 ( 1 + 1 . 5 6 ) , q - 2

= 2.2 - S — £
RB T

unAIn
= 3.2 -P—R

P0AI I [MA] <

Kbj KDJ

Maximum

6K,B

..

6K,B

H
6K,B

B'S (%)

= 6.8

= 9.9

= 11.8

= 7.4

= 10.8

= 8.6

= 6.0

Codes

GATO

ERATO

PEST

ERATO

Table 1. Comparison of various scalings. The maximum B's are obtained for

< = 1.8, 6 = 0.3, A = 2.75, qg = 2.0 and Ip = 6.1 MA.
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